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ABSTRACT
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and their afterglows at high redshifts have been widely believed to be
detectable. Here we analyze a new feature of the MeV spectra of high-redshift GRBs, which is unlikely
to appear in low-redshift GRBs. We generally discuss high-energy emission above a few decades of GeV
due to synchrotron self-Compton scattering in the internal shock model. Our discussion seems to be
supported by the high-energy spectra of several low-redshift GRBs. However, if GRBs originate at high
redshifts (e.g., z  6), such photons cannot be detected because they may collide with cosmic optical
and ultraviolet background photons, leading to electron/positron pair production. We show that inverse-
Compton scattering of the resulting electron/positron pairs o cosmic microwave background photons
will produce an additional multi-MeV component, resulting thus in a spectral \bump". We also derive
the scattered photon spectrum of such a bump, −(p+6)=4, where p is the index of the electron energy
distribution behind internal shocks. This is slightly harder than the synchrotron photon spectrum in the
internal shock model, −(p+2)=2. The lower energy emission feature of this bump is dependent on the
spectral energy distribution of the starlight background radiation. Therefore, future observations on the
MeV spectral bump of high-redshift GRBs would provide a probe of the earliest starlight background
radiation as well as the rst star formation.
Subject headings: diuse radiation | gamma rays: bursts | gamma rays: theory
1. INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and their afterglows at high
redshifts are of particular interest. Considerable evidence,
e.g., the observed association of long-duration GRBs with
star forming regions (Djorgovski et al. 2001), the direct re-
lation of GRB 980425 with the supernova 1998bw (Galama
et al. 1998), the detections of a supernova-like component
in several afterglows (Bloom et al. 1999; Reichart 1999;
Galama et al. 2000), the observations of iron lines (Am-
ati et al. 2000; Piro et al. 2000; Antonelli et al. 2001),
and the revelation of wind-like or high-density environ-
ments of some GRBs (Dai & Lu 1998, 1999; Chevalier &
Li 2000), indicates that the progenitors of long-duration
GRBs are massive stars. The GRB rate is thus expected
to track the cosmic star formation rate up to the red-
shift of z  20 (Wijers et al. 1998; Totani 1999; Blain
& Natarajan 2000), at which the rst generation of stars
may have formed (Barkana & Loeb 2001). Furthermore,
a recent estimate of the redshift distribution of GRBs by
Bromm & Loeb (2002) shows that a signicant fraction
( 50%) of all GRBs on the sky originate at a redshift
of z  5. Therefore, counts of abundant GRBs at high
redshifts may be used to measure directly the earliest star
formation rate (Rhoads 2001). GRB afterglows also pro-
vide a unique probe of the high-redshift universe (Lamb &
Reichart 2000; Ciardi & Loeb 2000). In particular, since
GRB afterglows are in general intrinsically brighter either
at higher frequencies or at earlier times, they have an al-
most constant observational infrared flux with increasing
redshift at a xed observed time after the GRB trigger.
This implies that afterglows at very high redshifts may be
more favorable in probing the high-redshift universe than
other objects (e.g., galaxies and quasars) (Ciardi & Loeb
2000).
In this Letter we suggest a new way of probing the ear-
liest starlight background radiation as well as the rst star
formation by observing a \bump" in the MeV spectra of
high-redshift GRBs. The observed spectra of low-redshift
GRBs sometimes extend to very high photon energies. For
example, the EGRET experiment detected an 18 GeV pho-
ton from GRB 940217 (Hurley et al. 1994), and the Mi-
lagrito air shower experiment tentatively detected the TeV
emission from GRB 970417a (Atkins et al. 2000). These
GRBs might have originated at low redshifts (z < 2) (Sala-
mon & Stecker 1998; Totani 2000). In x2 we generally
discuss high-energy emission above a few decades of GeV
due to synchrotron self-Compton scattering in the inter-
nal shock model. If GRBs occur at high redshifts (e.g.,
z  6), such high-energy photons cannot be detected be-
cause they may be absorbed in interacting with the cosmic
optical and ultraviolet background radiation, which de-
pends on the star formation at higher redshifts (Salamon
& Stecker 1998; Primack et al. 2001; Oh 2001; Hartmann
et al. 2002). In x3 we show that inverse-Compton scat-
tering of the resulting electron/positron pairs o cosmic
microwave background (CMB) photons will produce ad-
ditional multi-MeV emission, leading thus to a \bump"
in the MeV spectra of GRBs. The lower energy emission
feature of this bump is determined by the spectral energy
distribution of the starlight background radiation, while
the ratio of the bump to synchrotron component flux de-
pends on the internal shock parameters (see a discussion
in x4). Therefore, future observations on such a bump in
the MeV spectra of high-redshift GRBs may not only be
used to probe the rst star formation but may also give
constraints on some model parameters.
1
22. HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION FROM INTERNAL SHOCKS
We consider a compact source (e.g., collapsar from a
massive star) producing a wind with an average luminos-
ity of L and with an average mass loss rate of _M = L=c2.
Initially, the bulk Lorentz factor of the wind, Γ, increases
linearly with radius, until most of the wind energy is con-
verted to kinetic energy and Γ saturates at Γ  . After
this time, fluctuations of Γ due to variabilities in L and/or
_M on time scale t could lead to internal shocks in the
wind at radius R  Γ2ct. We assume all these quanti-
ties to be measured in the local rest frame at a redshift of
z. We also assume that the internal shock Lorentz factors
Γi  a few in the wind rest frame, so that the internal
shocks could reconvert a signicant fraction of the kinetic
energy to internal energy, which is then emitted as γ-rays
by synchrotron and inverse-Compton (IC) radiation of the
electrons accelerated by the shocks.
The comoving electron number density of the unshocked
wind matter at radius R is n0e = L=(4Γ
6t2mpc5),
where mp is the proton mass. The internal energy den-
sity of the shocked wind matter is thus approximated
by e0  4Γi(Γi − 1)n0empc2 (Blandford & McKee 1976).
The electron energy distribution behind the shocks is usu-
ally a power law: dne=dγe / γ−pe for γe  γm. As-
suming that e and B are constant fractions of the in-
ternal energy density going into the electrons and the
magnetic eld respectively, we obtain the minimum elec-
tron Lorentz factor γm = [(p − 2)=(p − 1)](mp=me)eΓi
(where me is the electron mass) and the magnetic eld
strength of the shocked wind matter B = (8Be0)1=2 =
6:2  1031=2B;−2(Γi=2)1=2Γ−3500L1=252 t−1−2 G, where B;−2 =
B=10−2, Γ500 = Γ=500, L52 = L=1052erg s−1, and
t−2 = t=10−2s. Thus, we estimate the char-
acteristic frequency (in the local rest frame) of syn-
chrotron radiation from the shock-accelerated electrons,








−2 Hz, where e;0:5 =
e=0:5. According to Sari, Piran & Narayan (1998), the
cooling Lorentz factor γc  γm for typical parameters
of the internal shock model, implying that the shock-
accelerated electrons are in the fast cooling regime. There-
fore, the synchrotron spectral luminosity in the local rest
frame is
L  Nt =
{
Lm(=m)−1=2 if  < m
Lm(=m)−p=2 if   m:
(1)
Although GRBs are optically thin to electron scattering,
some synchrotron photons will Compton scatter on the
shock-accelerated electrons, producing an additional IC
component at higher energies (Papathanassiou & Meszaros
1996; Pilla & Loeb 1998; Panaitescu & Meszaros 2000).
The ratio of the IC to synchrotron radiation luminosity














where we have assumed that e  B and the radiating
electrons are in the fast cooling regime (Panaitescu & Ku-
mar 2000; Sari & Esin 2001; Zhang & Meszaros 2001).
Since the characteristic IC frequency ICm ’ γ2mm = 1:0
1026[(p−2)=(p−1)]44e;0:51=2B;−2(Γi=2)9=2Γ−2500L1=252 t−1−2 Hz,
the ratio of the IC spectral luminosity at ICm to syn-
chrotron spectral luminosity at m is LICm=Lm = γ
−2
m Y
(derived from equation [2]), and the ratio of the IC to syn-




= γp−2m Y; for   ICm : (3)
The intrinsic cuto energy in the IC component is de-
ned by E incut = min(EICKN; E in0 ), where EICKN is the Klein-
Nishina limit and E in0 is the energy at which a photon
may be attenuated due to pair production through in-
teractions with softer photons (also radiated from the in-
ternal shocks) whose frequency is equal to or larger than
an = (Γmec2)2=(hE in0 ) (where h is Planck’s constant). We
rst estimate EICKN. There is the maximum Lorentz factor
γM in the electron energy distribution behind the shocks
due to the fact that the shock-acceleration time cannot
exceed the cooling time. This gives γM = f3e=[T B(1 +
Y )]g1=2 where T is the Thomson cross section. Thus,






−2 TeV. To compute E in0 ,
we adopt an analytical approach proposed by Lithwick &
Sari (2001). Integrating of the synchrotron spectral lumi-
nosity over frequency should lead to the total synchrotron
luminosity, which further gives Nm = f(p − 2)=[2(p −
1)]ge(1 + Y )−1(h2m)−1Lt. The total synchrotron pho-







2)=[p(p−1)]ge(1+Y )−1(hm)−1Lt(=m)−p=2. The at-





The requirement that  inγγ = 1 leads to the upper energy
limit
E in0 = 160−(2p−3)=pe;0:5 −1=2B;−2(Γi=2)−5(p−2)=(2p)
Γ4(p+1)=p500 L−(p+2)=(2p)52 t−2 GeV; (5)
where the numerical value is quoted for p = 2:2. It is easy
to see that E ICKN  E in0 for typical parameters and thus the
intrinsic cuto energy is in fact given by equation (5).
3. PAIR PRODUCTION AND RERADIATION IN COSMIC
BACKGROUND FIELDS
High-energy γ-rays emitted from the internal shocks
may not only be intrinsically attenuated due to pair pro-
duction through interactions with softer photons from the
same radiation regions but may also be absorbed in the ex-
ternal background radiation elds when these γ-rays travel
towards the observer. In the latter case, the observed
cuto energy, Eobcut, is determined by the redshift (z) and
comoving energy, "γ(z), of the background photons that
dominate the pair production optical depth (exγγ) because
the cross section peaks when Eobcut"γ(z)  (mec2)2=(1 + z).
At low redshifts, the spectral energy distribution of the
starlight background radiation peaks at infrared wave-
lengths and thus Eobcut is in the TeV energy range (Salamon
3& Stecker 1998). At high redshifts, however, the opti-
cal and UV photons in the local rest frame dominate the
starlight background radiation and therefore Eobcut moves
to the multi-GeV energy band (Primack et al. 2001; Oh
2001). Detailed predictions of Eobcut dier from model to
model, depending on the theoretical treatment adopted for
the earliest star formation. For example, the observed cut-
o energy when exγγ = 1 for z = 6 is 4 GeV  Eobcut  5 GeV
for dierent models used in Primack et al. (2001).
The pair production optical depth, exγγ , strongly de-
pends on the γ-ray energy (Eobγ ). Primack et al. (2001)
investigated the optical depth for the star formation mod-
els with dierent initial mass functions, and in particular,
they numerically calculated the γ-ray attenuation edge (z)
as a function of the photon energy for several xed optical
depths by considering the Kennicutt initial mass function,
shown in their Figure 7. It can be seen from this gure
that if z = 6, then exγγ = 1 for Eobγ  4 GeV, but exγγ = 5
for Eobγ  6 GeV. In this model of Primack et al. (2001),
therefore, a photon with an energy of Eobγ  7 GeV must
have a pair production optical depth exγγ  1. This implies
that such high-energy γ-rays may be locally attenuated af-
ter they are radiated from the internal shocks of GRBs at
z  6.
The resulting electron/positron pairs have Lorentz fac-
tors of γe  (1 + z)Eobγ =(2mec2)  γmin  (1 +
z)Eob0 =(2mec2) = 5 104Eob0;7[(1 + z)=7], where γmin is the
minimum Lorentz factor of electron/positron pairs that
are locally produced and Eob0;7 = Eob0 =7 GeV. It is inter-
esting to note that Eob0 is close to Eobcut (Primack et al.
2001). The pairs will Compton scatter o the CMB pho-
tons. As a result, the initial energy of a microwave photon,
h0, is boosted by IC scattering up to an average value
 γ2eh0  1:6(Eob0;7)2[(1 + z)=7]2 MeV, measured in the
observer’s frame. The IC lifetime (in the local rest frame)




 6:4 1011(Eob0;7)−1[(1 + z)=7]−5 s; (6)
where ucmb = aT 4 is the CMB energy density with
T ’ 2:7(1 + z)K. It is not dicult to nd from this es-
timate of the IC lifetime that the travelling length of the
electron/positron pairs,  c(γe; z), is much less than the
Hubble distance, implying that IC scattering is also local.
The corresponding lifetime after the GRB trigger in the
observer’s frame is
ob ’ (γe; z)2γ2e
 130(Eob0;7)−3[(1 + z)=7]−7 s: (7)
This time is close to or smaller than typical durations of
GRBs, and thus the scattered photons will reach the ob-
server during the typical period of a GRB explosion. We
have noted that our IC lifetime in equation (7) is much
less than that of Cheng & Cheng (1996), who substituted
(γe; z ’ 0) with the luminosity distance divided by the
speed of light in discussing a similar case of low-redshift
GRBs.
We next derive the scattered photon spectrum. From
equations (1)-(3), we rst write the spectrum of the elec-
trons and positrons as follows
dNe
dγe





γ−(p+2)=2e ; γe  γmin:
(8)
The scattered photon number in the local rest frame is










where dNγe;=dt0d is the spectrum of photons scattered
by an electron with Lorentz factor of γe from a segment of
the CMB photon gas of dierential number density n()d,
and t0 is measured in the local rest frame. Please note that
the scattered photon number given by equation (9) is time-
independent by multiplying (γe; z) in equation (2.61) of
Blumenthal & Gould (1970). After integrating over γe

















where F (p) is a function of p = (p + 4)=2 (see equation
[2.66] and Table 1 of Blumenthal & Gould 1970). There-
fore, the scattered photon spectrum becomes
N sc / −(p+6)=4: (11)
This prompt emission spectrum is superposed over
the internal shock emission spectrum. The lower
energy limit of the scattered photons is h1 
γ2min(2:7kT ) = 11(Eob0;7)2[(1 + z)=7]3 MeV, while the up-








z)=7] MeV, derived from equation (5).
We now consider a simple example. The typical pa-
rameters of the internal shock model are taken: e;0:5 =
B;−2 = L52 = t−2 = Γi=2 = 1, Γ500 = 1:2 and p = 2:2.
Furthermore, Eob0;7 = 1 at z = 6 is assumed. Therefore,
we obtain h1  11 MeV and h2  0:92 GeV. From equa-
tion (10), we further nd N sc =N increases from  4:5 to 5:6 when the observed energy of the scattered photons
increases from  1:6 MeV to  0:13 GeV. This leads to an
additional multi-MeV emission component, producing a
\bump" relative to the spectrum of synchrotron radiation
from the internal shocks.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed high-energy emission from the in-
ternal shocks, which are produced by collisions between
shells with dierent Lorentz factors in an ultrarelativis-
tic wind ejected from the central engine of GRBs. Such
emission may arise from synchrotron self-Compton scat-
tering in the internal shocks. We derived the intrinsic cut-
o energy due to pair production through interactions of
4high-energy photons with softer photons from the same
radiation regions. Our intrinsic cuto energy is consis-
tent with the observed spectra of low-redshift GRBs such
as GRB 940217 and GRB 970417a. However, if GRBs
originate at high redshifts, another cuto energy appears
in their γ-ray spectra. This cuto results from interac-
tions of high-energy photons with external cosmic optical
and ultraviolet background photons, whose spectral energy
distribution depends on the earliest star formation. The
electron/positron pairs produced during such interactions
own a signicant fraction of the explosion energy and they
will Compton scatter o the CMB photons. The result-
ing emission will be able to reach the observer in a typical
GRB duration. We also derived the scattered photon spec-
trum N sc / −(p+6)=4. This is slightly harder than the in-
ternal shock emission spectrum, N / −(p+2)=2. For typ-
ical parameters of the internal shock model, the observed
energies of the scattered photons are in the multi-MeV
range, and the ratio of the scattered to synchrotron pho-
ton number, N sc =N , is typically a few. Therefore, there
could be a \bump" due to the contribution of these scat-
tered photons in the MeV spectra of high-redshift GRBs.
Of course, whether or not this bump appears in the
spectrum of a GRB at redshift of z depends on both the
parameters of the internal shock model and on the red-
shift. Some parameters (e.g., L, e and B) adopted in
this Letter are consistent with detailed ts to the multi-
wavelength data of a few afterglows (Wijers & Galama
1999; Freedman & Waxman 2001; Panaitescu & Kumar
2002). Two other parameters (e.g., p and t) are consis-
tent with the BATSE observations (Preece et al. 2000).
The bulk Lorentz factor of the wind, Γ, is a crucial param-
eter because E in0 is strongly dependent of Γ (see equation
[5]). The observed TeV emission from GRB 970417a re-
quires that Γ be equal to or larger than 700, provided that
the other parameters are given in the simple example of
x3. Furthermore, some arguments on the optical flash of
GRB 990123 in the reverse shock model (Wang, Dai & Lu
2000; Soderberg & Ramirez-Ruiz 2002) show that Γ may
be of the order of 103. If Γ is close to or larger than 500,
we can indeed see a bump in the multi-MeV spectrum of
a high-redshift GRB. If Γ < 500, however, the intrinsic
cuto energy (E in0 ) could be less than the external pair-
production minimum energy, Eex0 = (1 + z)Eob0 , at which a
photon is locally attenuated through interaction with the
starlight background radiation, so that there could not be
the spectral feature discussed here, even at high redshifts.
On the other hand, if GRBs occur at low redshifts, this
feature may disappear, because Eex0 is in the TeV range
(Stecker, De Jager & Salamon 1992; Madau & Phinney
1996; MacMinn & Primack 1996; Malkan & Stecker 1998)
and thus it may exceed E in0 .
The spectral feature discussed here will be detectable
by next-generation γ-ray satellites such as the Gamma-
Ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST). In the Swift-
GLAST era, a plenty of GRBs localized by the Swift satel-
lite are expected to be at high redshifts, and their multi-
MeV to sub-TeV spectra will be detected by GLAST.
Such simultaneous broadband observations on the spec-
tral bump and high-energy cuto would provide a probe
of the starlight background radiation in the high-redshift
universe. This in turn would help to constrain some of the
most fundamental uncertainties (e.g., stellar initial mass
functions) in physical models of star formation. In addi-
tion, the ratio of the bump to synchrotron component flux
largely depends on e and B (see equation [10]). There-
fore, future observations on the bump would be further
used to constrain these unknown model parameters.
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